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ABSTRACT. The ideology is related to the spiritual foundation of a country and a nation. In the face of the new challenges of domestic and foreign affairs, the fourth plenary session of the 19th CPC Central Committee clearly proposed to adhere to the guiding position of Marxism in the ideological field as a fundamental system. This is the concrete embodiment of adhering to and perfecting the advanced socialist cultural system of prosperity and development, and also the new height of the development of the socialist system with Chinese characteristics in the field of culture. This shows that the Party has a higher stage of mastering the law of ideological development. This institutional arrangement has consolidated the common ideological foundation of the whole Party and is of fundamental significance to the maintenance of national ideology.
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1. Introduction

Ideological work is of great importance to the future and destiny of the Party, the political stability of the country, and the cohesion of the nation. With the development of globalization and economic society, the ideological field of our country is becoming more and more diversified, and the trend of anti-Marxism in the world is becoming stronger and stronger, and more social members have deviated in their thoughts. There is even no clear ideological guidance. In the face of profound changes in the situation at home and abroad, new challenges have emerged in the ideological field of our country. In order to overcome these challenges, the fourth Plenary session of the 19th CPC Central Committee put forward the guiding position of Marxism in the ideological field as a fundamental system.
2. Why do we take the guiding position of Marxism in the ideological field a fundamental system

Marxism is the fundamental guiding ideology of our party and nation, and an important ideological weapon to guide us to constantly seize revolution, construction and reform. After Marxism guided Russia to win the October Revolution, it greatly encouraged the world proletariat, especially the Chinese people, to carry out the revolution. The early proletarian revolutionaries of China took Marxism as the guiding ideology and established the Communist Party of China. And combined with the actual situation in China, it can achieve revolutionary victory. After the founding of New China, the whole Party carried out socialist transformation and established the socialist system. Reform and opening up in 1978, under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping and other leaders, under the guidance of Marxism, out of a socialist road with Chinese characteristics, for the world's socialist countries to provide a new road. In the new era, General Secretary Xi Jinping reviewed the situation and put forward the guiding position of Marxism in the ideological field as a fundamental system. History has proved that only Marxism is the guiding ideology suitable for China's development. Only by adhering to Marxism can we ensure that the whole party and the whole people always maintain ideological consistency, unite as one, maintain consistency with the outside world, and seek development internally. On the other hand, ideological pluralism will inevitably lead to ideological chaos and inconsistent actions. For example, Hong Kong, ideological pluralism leads to frequent internal contradictions and frequent riots since the amendment of the Constitution. Therefore, we must adhere to the ideological consistency in the ideological field and the guiding position of Marxism in the ideological field.

Marxism is the theoretical basis for guiding the cause of the Party and the people and the fundamental guideline for the development of our culture. The reason why China can unswervingly follow the socialist road is to always regard Marxism as the guiding position in the ideological field, and the socialist culture with Chinese characteristics can bring forth the old and bring forth the new, otherwise it will lose its way. Under the guidance of Marxism, the people have faith, can achieve a hundred flowers blooming, excellent traditional culture continues to carry forward. Cultural pluralism under the unity of ideology is an important part of the prosperity of a nation. On the contrary, without a unified ideology, cultural pluralism is bound to lead to ideological chaos. For example, the United States, the United States is a multi-ethnic country, cultural differences are more different, capitalist free thinking makes there is no unified ideology, the contradiction between black and white is deeply rooted, class inequality and racism are the root of American contradiction, government inaction and excesses are the trigger for intensifying contradictions, and the epidemic has led to many people losing their jobs, and the government is not guaranteed. After the conflict between black and white has intensified, class contradictions appear, and large-scale demonstrations have led to social order instability. The United States has no ideological unity, the people have no common belief, and culture can not tolerate each other, leading to large-scale demonstrations. In the new era, China is in a world that has not changed for a hundred years, and
Profound changes are taking place in the cultural field. In order to make China in a stable development, we must adhere to the guiding position of Marxism in the ideological field and lead the development of cultural diversity with Marxism.

The urgent need to effectively deal with the external risk challenges facing ideology. The rise of China has led many developed capitalist countries to have considerable hostility to China. Due to the influence of economic globalization, the relationship between countries is becoming closer and closer. The collision of multiculturalism brings cultural exchange and ideological struggle, and the struggle is becoming more and more intense. Western capitalist countries try to suppress China and try to replace socialist countries. Especially since the outbreak, China has been the first country to attach importance to the new coronavirus. After the initial victory in prevention and control, China has provided assistance to foreign countries in the spirit of the human destiny community. But it also bears the blame of many capitalist countries led by the United States, and the interference of the United States and Britain in Hong Kong and Taiwan has led to more and more external challenges. We must adhere to and improve the socialist system and promote the modernization of the national governance system and governance capacity. The reason why China's national governance system and national governance system show strong vitality and great superiority lies in the fact that it is a system and governance system guided by Marxism, rooted in the land of China, deeply rooted in Chinese culture and supported by the people. [1] Must adhere to the guiding position of Marxism, have a firm and consistent foreign thinking, only by adhering to the fundamental system of Marxism's guiding position in the ideological field, can we be neutral and strong in the ideological struggle, and can we effectively safeguard the national ideological security.

3. Challenges in upholding the guiding position of Marxism in the ideological field

The leadership and construction of the Party are formally impacted. Since the founding of the Communist Party of China in 1921, The Party has led the people to great victories in revolution, construction and reform, The Party is the leading core of the cause of socialism with Chinese characteristics, But with economic and social development, Outside the party appeared "the ruling ability insufficiency theory" and so on question voice, There's corruption in the party, These seriously affect the reliability of the Party as the ruling party. Since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, From the feedback, The weakening of the Party's leadership and the vacuity of the Party's construction in serious problems, [1] if the leadership of the Party is weakened, "Buy officials to sell officials ", " disease promotion "," inbreeding" prominent problem; The problem of using power for personal gain is serious. These problems indicate that, Party organizations have not really implemented the party to manage the party, strict party requirements. To this end, General Secretary Xi Jinping, summing up the first eight rounds of the Central Patrol Group, pointed out:" the problems found in the inspection are shocking, In violation of political discipline, violation of political rules, Violating the
requirements of the Party Constitution and ignoring organizational principles, Serious breach of clean discipline, rent-seeking corruption, "Four winds" repeatedly prohibited, the wind against discipline " [2] it is urgent to strengthen Party building and uphold Party leadership, This is the important basis for the Nineteenth National Congress of the Party to insist on strengthening the Party's overall leadership.

The lack of innovation of Marxist theory and the hollowness of propaganda affect its guiding position as ideology. On the one hand, after the founding of New China, especially since the reform and opening up, the study of Marxism by the public mainly focused on the theoretical level, while young contemporary students were born in peacetime and did not understand the importance of scientific ideological theory during the revolutionary period. On the other hand, the propaganda of Marxist theory is empty and formalized, the propaganda of school and society lacks the original practicality and affinity of Marxism, and in the process of propaganda, it is easy to arouse the antipathy of students and the public.

Under the background of globalization, the ideological infiltration of western countries has impacted the guiding position of Marxism. On the one hand, Western countries advocate "Marxism useless theory ", Marx outdated theory ", promote" historical nihilism "to deny the international contrib ution made by Marxism, deny its scientific nature. On the other hand, under the background of globalization, the ideological struggle of all countries in the world is becoming more and more intense, and the ideological and cultural exchanges between countries are more frequent, and the contest around the development road and values is becoming increasingly prominent. The "universal values" propagated by the West threaten the development of socialism, interfere in the internal affairs of other countries under the banner of "international responsibility ", and the ideology, culture and values propagated impact on China's ideology as a socialist country. Since the autobiography of Marxism entered China, it has been combined with the concrete practice of China and is a Sinicized Marxism. But in today's world, information exchange needs, the spread of various cultures in the world has impacted Marxism as a guiding position. The values, ideology and culture of western countries constantly impact on Chinese ideology through the means of network, so our country will adhere to the guiding position of Marxism in the ideological field as a fundamental system is also a powerful means to fight back the infiltration of consciousness in western countries.

4. How to put into practice the fundamental system of upholding the guiding position of Marxism in the ideological field

Vigorously innovate and carry forward Marxist theory and enrich its propaganda methods. Marxist theory keeps pace with the times, it is necessary to develop and innovate Marxist theory in combination with the times, enrich its basic connotation, and promote the popularization of Marxism according to the characteristics of the times. We should continue to carry out theoretical study and ideological education, find out what is true Marxism through continuous theoretical study, and strengthen the ability to use Marxist principles and methodologies to solve practical problems
so that they can be deeply rooted in the hearts of the people. In the process of preaching, we can adapt their educational methods, use information technology to spread means, and innovate the propaganda form and carrier of Marxism popularization.

Learn to understand the practice of the new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics. The thought of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era of Xi Jinping is the latest theoretical achievement of Marxism in China. The new era adheres to the guiding position of Marxism in the ideological field, and the most important thing is to adhere to the socialist thought with Chinese characteristics in the new era of Xi Jinping. We should learn to understand and do new ideas, closely combine the great cause of socialism with Chinese characteristics, always strengthen the communist faith, adhere to the people-centered development thought, accurately grasp the spiritual essence of this thought, and truly achieve the unity of knowledge, faith and practice. In order to adhere to a unified ideology.

Use socialist core values to lead the pluralistic social trend of thought. The development of economic globalization and the continuous change of society make the ideology and value orientation tend to be pluralistic, and the diversity of choice makes it more difficult for the public to judge the ideological public opinion correctly. Socialist core values are the correct value orientation of science guided by Marxism, so using socialist core values to gather social consensus, lead the trend of the times, and grasp the correct ideological and public opinion orientation. It is an effective way to adhere to the guiding position of Marxism in the ideological field.

Combine Marxism with China's concrete reality and Chinese excellent traditional culture closely. On the one hand, the autobiography of Marxism has been closely combined with China's concrete reality since it entered China. Now, China has entered a new era. The overall task of socialism with Chinese characteristics is to realize socialist modernization and the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. Marxism should be innovated and combined from these two parts. On the other hand, Chinese excellent traditional culture is a treasure of ideology and culture left over by China for thousands of years. Marxism must be combined with Chinese excellent traditional culture in order to stabilize the guiding position of Marxism in the ideological field.

Attach importance to the construction of Marxist research team, lay a solid human foundation for its propaganda. The propaganda of ideological theory needs manpower, and it is the inherent requirement of innovating Marxist theory to build a group of high quality and professional Marxist research teams. We should vigorously build young Marxist projects, provide high-quality young talents for the innovation and development of Marxist theory, continue to strengthen the construction of Marxist colleges, and do a good job in basic work for the propaganda of Marxist theory. The most important thing is to strengthen Marxist theory learning party, comprehensive strict administration of the party. To build a group of high-quality teams, we need to have firm ideals and beliefs, deep professional skills and scientific attitude.
The importance of ideology is self-evident, especially in our country's multi-level and multi-structure complex socialist countries, history has proved that in our country must take Marxism as the guiding ideology. To realize the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation, we must adhere to Marxist theory. Defending the guiding position of Marxism in the ideological field is conducive to safeguarding the leadership of the Party, guiding the direction of socialism, and leading the socialist direction of social thought and culture. This also plays an important role in our country's comprehensive national strength and international influence. Therefore, it is in line with the trend of historical development that our country puts forward the guiding position of Marxism in the ideological field as a fundamental system.
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